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For conversions, complete one ESF for each of the converted and replacement sites.

A.  ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
Indicate potential for adverse impacts. Use a

separate sheet to clarify responses per 
instructions for Part A on page 9.

Not
Applicable-

Resource does 
not exist

No/Negligible
Impacts-

Exists but no or 
negligible
impacts

Minor
Impacts

Impacts
Exceed Minor
EA/EIS required

More Data Needed 
to Determine

Degree of Impact
EA/EIS required

1. Geological resources: soils, bedrock,
slopes, streambeds, landforms, etc. 
2. Air quality
3. Sound (noise impacts)
4. Water quality/quantity
5. Stream flow characteristics
6. Marine/estuarine
7. Floodplains/wetlands
8. Land use/ownership patterns;
property values; community livability
9. Circulation, transportation
10. Plant/animal/fish species of special 
concern and habitat; state/ 
federal listed or proposed for listing
11. Unique ecosystems, such as 
biosphere reserves, World Heritage
sites, old growth forests, etc.
12. Unique or important wildlife/ wildlife 
habitat
13. Unique or important fish/habitat
14. Introduce or promote invasive 
species (plant or animal)
15. Recreation resources, land, parks, 
open space, conservation areas, rec. 
trails, facilities, services, opportunities, 
public access, etc. Most conversions 
exceed minor impacts. See Step 3.B
16. Accessibility for populations with 
disabilities
17. Overall aesthetics, special 
characteristics/features
18. Historical/cultural resources, 
including landscapes, ethnographic,
archeological, structures, etc. Attach 
SHPO/THPO determination.
19. Socioeconomics, including 
employment, occupation, income 
changes, tax base, infrastructure
20. Minority and low-income 
populations
21. Energy resources (geothermal, 
fossil fuels, etc.)
22. Other agency or tribal land use 
plans or policies
23. Land/structures with history of 
contamination/hazardous materials 
even if remediated
24. Other important environmental 
resources to address.

Conversion Parcel - Turnagain Arm

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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B. MANDATORY CRITERIA
If your LWCF proposal is approved, would it… Yes No To be

determined
1.  Have significant impacts on public health or safety?
2.  Have significant impacts on such natural resources and unique geographic 
characteristics as historic or cultural resources; park, recreation, or refuge lands, 
wilderness areas; wild or scenic rivers; national natural landmarks; sole or 
principal drinking water aquifers; prime farmlands; wetlands (E.O. 11990); 
floodplains (E.O 11988); and other ecologically significant or critical areas.
3.  Have highly controversial environmental effects or involve unresolved conflicts 
concerning alternative uses of available resources [NEPA section 102(2)(E)]?
4.  Have highly uncertain and potentially significant environmental effects or 
involve unique or unknown environmental risks?
5.  Establish a precedent for future action or represent a decision in principle 
about future actions with potentially significant environmental effects?
6.  Have a direct relationship to other actions with individually insignificant, but 
cumulatively significant, environmental effects?
7.  Have significant impacts on properties listed or eligible for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places, as determined by either the bureau or 
office.(Attach SHPO/THPO Comments)
8.  Have significant impacts on species listed or proposed to be listed on the List 
of Endangered or Threatened Species, or have significant impacts on designated 
Critical Habitat for these species.
9.  Violate a federal law, or a state, local, or tribal law or requirement imposed for 
the protection of the environment?
10. Have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on low income or minority 
populations (Executive Order 12898)?
11. Limit access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites on federal lands by 
Indian religious practitioners or significantly adversely affect the physical integrity 
of such sacred sites (Executive Order 13007)?
12. Contribute to the introduction, continued existence, or spread of noxious 
weeds or non-native invasive species known to occur in the area, or actions that 
may promote the introduction, growth, or expansion of the range of such species 
(Federal Noxious Weed Control Act and Executive Order 13112)?

The following individual(s) provided input in the completion of the environmental screening form.  List all 
reviewers including name, title, agency, field of expertise. Keep all environmental review records and data on this 
proposal in state compliance file for any future program review and/or audit. The ESF may be completed as part of 
a LWCF pre-award site inspection if conducted in time to contribute to the environmental review process for the 
proposal.
1.

2.

3.

The following individuals conducted a site inspection to verify field conditions.
List name of inspector(s), title, agency, and date(s) of inspection.
1. 

2.

3. 

State may require signature of
LWCF sub-recipient applicant here: ___________________________________________Date_____________

Environmental Reviewers

Conversion Parcel - Turnagain Arm

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Patrick Whitesell, Env. Specialist - DOWL;

✔

✔

✔

Patrick Whitesell, Env. Specialist - DOWL;
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For conversions, complete one ESF for each of the converted and replacement sites.

A.  ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
Indicate potential for adverse impacts. Use a

separate sheet to clarify responses per 
instructions for Part A on page 9.

Not
Applicable-

Resource does 
not exist

No/Negligible
Impacts-

Exists but no or 
negligible
impacts

Minor
Impacts

Impacts
Exceed Minor
EA/EIS required

More Data Needed 
to Determine

Degree of Impact
EA/EIS required

1. Geological resources: soils, bedrock,
slopes, streambeds, landforms, etc. 
2. Air quality
3. Sound (noise impacts)
4. Water quality/quantity
5. Stream flow characteristics
6. Marine/estuarine
7. Floodplains/wetlands
8. Land use/ownership patterns;
property values; community livability
9. Circulation, transportation
10. Plant/animal/fish species of special 
concern and habitat; state/ 
federal listed or proposed for listing
11. Unique ecosystems, such as 
biosphere reserves, World Heritage
sites, old growth forests, etc.
12. Unique or important wildlife/ wildlife 
habitat
13. Unique or important fish/habitat
14. Introduce or promote invasive 
species (plant or animal)
15. Recreation resources, land, parks, 
open space, conservation areas, rec. 
trails, facilities, services, opportunities, 
public access, etc. Most conversions 
exceed minor impacts. See Step 3.B
16. Accessibility for populations with 
disabilities
17. Overall aesthetics, special 
characteristics/features
18. Historical/cultural resources, 
including landscapes, ethnographic,
archeological, structures, etc. Attach 
SHPO/THPO determination.
19. Socioeconomics, including 
employment, occupation, income 
changes, tax base, infrastructure
20. Minority and low-income 
populations
21. Energy resources (geothermal, 
fossil fuels, etc.)
22. Other agency or tribal land use 
plans or policies
23. Land/structures with history of 
contamination/hazardous materials 
even if remediated
24. Other important environmental 
resources to address.

Conversion Parcel - Uplands (Material Sites 1 & 6)

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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B. MANDATORY CRITERIA
If your LWCF proposal is approved, would it… Yes No To be

determined
1.  Have significant impacts on public health or safety?
2.  Have significant impacts on such natural resources and unique geographic 
characteristics as historic or cultural resources; park, recreation, or refuge lands, 
wilderness areas; wild or scenic rivers; national natural landmarks; sole or 
principal drinking water aquifers; prime farmlands; wetlands (E.O. 11990); 
floodplains (E.O 11988); and other ecologically significant or critical areas.
3.  Have highly controversial environmental effects or involve unresolved conflicts 
concerning alternative uses of available resources [NEPA section 102(2)(E)]?
4.  Have highly uncertain and potentially significant environmental effects or 
involve unique or unknown environmental risks?
5.  Establish a precedent for future action or represent a decision in principle 
about future actions with potentially significant environmental effects?
6.  Have a direct relationship to other actions with individually insignificant, but 
cumulatively significant, environmental effects?
7.  Have significant impacts on properties listed or eligible for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places, as determined by either the bureau or 
office.(Attach SHPO/THPO Comments)
8.  Have significant impacts on species listed or proposed to be listed on the List 
of Endangered or Threatened Species, or have significant impacts on designated 
Critical Habitat for these species.
9.  Violate a federal law, or a state, local, or tribal law or requirement imposed for 
the protection of the environment?
10. Have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on low income or minority 
populations (Executive Order 12898)?
11. Limit access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites on federal lands by 
Indian religious practitioners or significantly adversely affect the physical integrity 
of such sacred sites (Executive Order 13007)?
12. Contribute to the introduction, continued existence, or spread of noxious 
weeds or non-native invasive species known to occur in the area, or actions that 
may promote the introduction, growth, or expansion of the range of such species 
(Federal Noxious Weed Control Act and Executive Order 13112)?

The following individual(s) provided input in the completion of the environmental screening form.  List all 
reviewers including name, title, agency, field of expertise. Keep all environmental review records and data on this 
proposal in state compliance file for any future program review and/or audit. The ESF may be completed as part of 
a LWCF pre-award site inspection if conducted in time to contribute to the environmental review process for the 
proposal.
1.

2.

3.

The following individuals conducted a site inspection to verify field conditions.
List name of inspector(s), title, agency, and date(s) of inspection.
1. 

2.

3. 

State may require signature of
LWCF sub-recipient applicant here: ___________________________________________Date_____________

Environmental Reviewers

Conversion Parcel - Uplands (Material Sites 1 & 6)

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Patrick Whitesell, Env. Specialist - DOWL;

✔

✔

✔

Patrick Whitesell, Env. Specialist - DOWL;
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For conversions, complete one ESF for each of the converted and replacement sites.

A. ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
Indicate potential for adverse impacts. Use a

separate sheet to clarify responses per 
instructions for Part A on page 9.

Not
Applicable-

Resource does 
not exist

No/Negligible
Impacts-

Exists but no or 
negligible
impacts

Minor
Impacts

Impacts
Exceed Minor
EA/EIS required

More Data Needed 
to Determine

Degree of Impact
EA/EIS required

1. Geological resources: soils, bedrock,
slopes, streambeds, landforms, etc.
2. Air quality
3. Sound (noise impacts)
4. Water quality/quantity
5. Stream flow characteristics
6. Marine/estuarine
7. Floodplains/wetlands
8. Land use/ownership patterns;
property values; community livability
9. Circulation, transportation
10. Plant/animal/fish species of special
concern and habitat; state/
federal listed or proposed for listing
11. Unique ecosystems, such as
biosphere reserves, World Heritage
sites, old growth forests, etc.
12. Unique or important wildlife/ wildlife
habitat
13. Unique or important fish/habitat
14. Introduce or promote invasive
species (plant or animal)
15. Recreation resources, land, parks,
open space, conservation areas, rec.
trails, facilities, services, opportunities,
public access, etc. Most conversions
exceed minor impacts. See Step 3.B
16. Accessibility for populations with
disabilities
17. Overall aesthetics, special
characteristics/features
18. Historical/cultural resources,
including landscapes, ethnographic,
archeological, structures, etc. Attach
SHPO/THPO determination.
19. Socioeconomics, including
employment, occupation, income
changes, tax base, infrastructure
20. Minority and low-income
populations
21. Energy resources (geothermal,
fossil fuels, etc.)
22. Other agency or tribal land use
plans or policies
23. Land/structures with history of
contamination/hazardous materials
even if remediated
24. Other important environmental
resources to address.

Relinquishment Parcel

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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B. MANDATORY CRITERIA
If your LWCF proposal is approved, would it… Yes No To be

determined
1. Have significant impacts on public health or safety?
2. Have significant impacts on such natural resources and unique geographic
characteristics as historic or cultural resources; park, recreation, or refuge lands,
wilderness areas; wild or scenic rivers; national natural landmarks; sole or
principal drinking water aquifers; prime farmlands; wetlands (E.O. 11990);
floodplains (E.O 11988); and other ecologically significant or critical areas.
3. Have highly controversial environmental effects or involve unresolved conflicts
concerning alternative uses of available resources [NEPA section 102(2)(E)]?
4. Have highly uncertain and potentially significant environmental effects or
involve unique or unknown environmental risks?
5. Establish a precedent for future action or represent a decision in principle
about future actions with potentially significant environmental effects?
6. Have a direct relationship to other actions with individually insignificant, but
cumulatively significant, environmental effects?
7. Have significant impacts on properties listed or eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places, as determined by either the bureau or
office.(Attach SHPO/THPO Comments)
8. Have significant impacts on species listed or proposed to be listed on the List
of Endangered or Threatened Species, or have significant impacts on designated
Critical Habitat for these species.
9. Violate a federal law, or a state, local, or tribal law or requirement imposed for
the protection of the environment?
10. Have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on low income or minority
populations (Executive Order 12898)?
11. Limit access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites on federal lands by
Indian religious practitioners or significantly adversely affect the physical integrity
of such sacred sites (Executive Order 13007)?
12. Contribute to the introduction, continued existence, or spread of noxious
weeds or non-native invasive species known to occur in the area, or actions that
may promote the introduction, growth, or expansion of the range of such species
(Federal Noxious Weed Control Act and Executive Order 13112)?

The following individual(s) provided input in the completion of the environmental screening form.  List all 
reviewers including name, title, agency, field of expertise. Keep all environmental review records and data on this 
proposal in state compliance file for any future program review and/or audit. The ESF may be completed as part of 
a LWCF pre-award site inspection if conducted in time to contribute to the environmental review process for the 
proposal.
1.

2.

3.

The following individuals conducted a site inspection to verify field conditions.
List name of inspector(s), title, agency, and date(s) of inspection.
1. 

2.

3. 

State may require signature of
LWCF sub-recipient applicant here: ___________________________________________Date_____________

Environmental Reviewers

Relinquishment Parcel

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Patrick Whitesell, Env. Specialist - DOWL;

✔

✔

✔

Patrick Whitesell, Env. Specialist - DOWL;
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